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Ever since Harvard Business Review put data science into the minds of business 
leaders everywhere in their 2012 article “Data Scientist: The Sexiest Job of the 21st 
Century”,  the field has seen a blistering growth of 3M+ new job openings posted by 
2021.1 But what is it exactly and how does it align with analytics, informatics, process 
intelligence and all the other terms you’re seeing in the business press these days?

While there’s no single definition, all these terms refer to a specific discipline that involves: 

• Gathering and aggregating multiple types of data from multiple sources

• Making that data available across an organization

• Subjecting it to statistical analysis

• Extracting knowledge from it, and 

• Using that insight to correct problems and capitalize on opportunities.

Marketing leads the way
Interest in data science is growing in the life science sector, particularly among sales and marketing teams. 
Some companies are using big data to predict which physicians are most likely to prescribe their products. 
Once a target population has been identified, the data can be mined again to determine the combination of 
marketing messages that will be most meaningful to the individual physicians—and most likely to result in 
sales. This type of targeting is not new, but the amount of data available to do it is increasing, along with the 
tools and systems needed to aggregate and analyze that data.2

Next up: manufacturing  
Life science companies are also benefiting from informatics in the manufacturing side of the business. 
Effective use of data can help an organization:

• Optimize efficiency—cutting cycle times, reducing waste, increasing yields

• Meet FDA guidelines for Continued Process Verification (CPV)

• Facilitate technology transfer

• Protect Intellectual Property (IP)

• Identify and mitigate manufacturing risks that could impede FDA compliance and even require 
disclosure under SEC regulations.

Utilize full capabilities of informatics
The payback is there for those who invest in manufacturing informatics. There’s insight 

hiding in your manufacturing data. Find it and use it to protect and improve your business.

1. https://hbr.org/2012/10/data-scientist-the-sexiest-job-of-the-21st-century
2. https://www.pharmavoice.com/news/2015-11-digital-tools/613084/
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Despite these benefits, the move to data-driven decision making is happening at a 
relatively slow pace in life sciences manufacturing. When Accenture surveyed Brand 
Sponsors and CMOs about challenges they face, 60% reported they struggle to get 
real-time inventory or manufacturing visibility, and 58% said a lack of process and 
technology standardization is leading to operational complexity.3 

Even companies that have committed to informatics aren’t always getting full value from their investments. 
Some don’t have effective master data management strategies, others haven’t done enough training, and 
many have not fully embraced a data-driven culture.

Got data? Start using it
Are you ready to use data and analytics to improve decision making? 

There are things you can do now to get started:

• Develop a master manufacturing data management strategy that supports your business objectives

• Assess your IT architecture and software portfolio, identifying strengths and weaknesses 

• Review terms of CMO agreements about data ownership, sharing and visibility 

• Evaluate staff capabilities and conduct regular training 

• Bring in an expert to guide you through the change management process.

Manufacturing informatics can help 
identify inefficiencies so you can 
eliminate waste while you cut cycle 
time, increase yield, boost throughput 
and preserve your margin.

3. https://skylandanalytics.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Accenture-Life-Sciences- 
Dare-to-Be-Different-Contract-Manufacturing.pdf
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Why the delay?
There are many reasons why life science manufacturers have been reluctant to make data science a higher 
priority. Unfortunately, many are based on perceptions that aren’t completely accurate. Do you have the 
facts straight?  

Perceptions Facts

“We do a good job collecting 
data for compliance reports. 
That’s all the manufacturing 
intelligence we need.”

There’s a big difference between gathering data for reporting and using 
data to determine what you’re doing well, where your vulnerabilities lie, 
and how you can improve. Collecting data for compliance reporting is a 
critical first step in a regulated environment. But using informatics can 
drive even bigger benefits such as higher yields, faster cycle times, and 
less time spent on investigations and inspections.

“We’re meeting quality and 
delivery targets, so our 
manufacturing processes are 
already efficient.” 

Most life science manufacturers do a great job delivering safe, compliant 
products. Yet large amounts of time and resources are often wasted 
in production operations. Manufacturing informatics can help identify 
inefficiencies so you can eliminate waste while you cut cycle time, 
increase yield, boost throughput and preserve your margin.

“We don’t make the product, 
a contract manufacturer 
does. We count on them to 
control their processes and 
optimize efficiency.”

The FDA is clear on this. To comply with regulations for Current Good 
Manufacturing Practices (cGMP), life science manufacturers must 
control both their production processes and those of their manufacturing 
partners. It’s your legal responsibility to know everything you can about 
CMO production processes. Without shared ownership of information 
and shared visibility of data, it will be nearly impossible for you to do that.

“We don’t have the budget 
or the time to address all our 
problems with informatics.”

We don’t advocate trying to solve all your problems at the same time. 
Your best bet is to start with a key product with the greatest variability 
in yield or a critical product in which stability varies the most. Focus your 
efforts, find the relevant data, bring it all together and apply informatics 
principles. An incremental approach will enable you to build skills, acquire 
expertise and expand your capabilities—efficiently and economically.

“We don’t capture data 
electronically so we can’t do 
complicated analytical work.”  

Electronic data capture makes informatics work faster and easier, but 
it’s not essential. In fact, given the time it takes to buy, implement and 
validate new systems, it doesn’t make sense to wait for data to be 
available electronically. A better plan may be to collect data manually  
and make it available (in accordance with 21 CFR Part 11) electronically 
so it can be analyzed and acted upon. This “lean” approach has produced 
great returns for global and emerging life science companies.

“We don’t have a lot of 
in-house expertise in using 
data and analytics to solve 
problems.” 

Many life science manufacturers are in the same situation. It’s hard to 
attract and retain people for this critical job. Getting an independent 
consultant involved may be your best option. Look for one with a proven 
track record in life science manufacturing and a history of using data and 
analytics to solve complex operational problems.
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About IDBS
IDBS helps life science organizations accelerate the discovery, development and 
commercialization of products and therapies that transform the lives of populations 
worldwide. From lab through manufacturing, IDBS uses its 30+ years of experience 
working with a diverse list of customers - including 22 of the top 25 global pharma 
companies - and deep expertise in scientific informatics and product and process  
data management to tackle today’s most complex challenges. In addition to 
E-WorkBook for R&I, IDBS offers an innovative software platform for BioPharma 
Lifecycle Management (BPLM). The unique capabilities of its cloud-based IDBS  
Polar and Skyland PIMS process solutions serve as a digital data backbone for  
quick access to critical information and key insights across the supply chain.

Find out more about smarter drug  
manufacturing process data management.

UK (HQ)     USA     JAPAN     GERMANY     FRANCE     INDIA
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